CHE AND GUYANA’S EXPERIENCE

INTERVIEW BY CUBAN JOURNALIST ERNESTO NUÑEZ JIMENZ TO THE LATE PRESIDENT CHEDDI JAGAN.

LET US NOW HIGHLIGHT CHE’S RELATIONS WITH GUYANESE LEADER CHEDDI JAGAN. THEY BOTH MAINTAINED VERY GOOD FRATERNAL POLITICAL RELATIONS, IN WHICH CHE’S ANTIDOGMATIC SPIRIT IS OUTSTANDING BECAUSE SINCE THE FIRST CONVERSATIONS HELD IN HAVANA HE SHARED THE APPRAISAL MADE BY JAGAN ABOUT THE SPECIAL SITUATION IN HIS COUNTRY. GUYANA IS A HEAVILY FORESTED LAND WITH LESS THAN ONE MILLION INHABITANTS OF INDIAN, AFRICAN AND AMERINDIAN ORIGIN WHERE IT WAS PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO WAGE A LIBERATION WAR, AMONG OTHER REASONS, NOT ONLY BECAUSE OF ITS CONDITION AS A COLONY OF TWO POWERFUL EMPIRES: THE BRITISH AND THE AMERICAN, BUT ALSO BECAUSE. GUYANA IS SURROUNDED BY COUNTRIES CLAIMING PARTS OF ITS TERRITORY. THESE COUNTRIES AT THAT TIME WERE ALSO SUPPORTED BY MILITARY SYSTEMS SUCH AS THE CASE OF BRAZIL AND VENEZUELA. IN THIS CONTEXT, ONLY THE PEOPLE’S PROGRESSIVE PARTY COULD MAKE USE OF DEMOCRATIC OPPORTUNITIES CREATED BY THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE SIXTIES. THEREFORE, CHE IS IN AGREEMENT WITH JAGAN AND OFFERS HIMSELF TO EFFICIENTLY COORDINATE ECONOMIC AND OTHER ASSISTANCE BEING PROVIDED BY THE CUBAN REVOLUTION TO GUYANA UNDER FIDEL’S GUIDANCE.

CHE AND JAGAN MET FOR THE FIRST TIME ON APRIL 6, 1960. CHE WAS THEN PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL BANK OF CUBA, AND JAGAN WAS THE PREMIER OF HIS COUNTRY THAT WAS STILL A BRITISH COLONY. THEY MET MANY TIMES UNTIL GUEVARA LEFT FOR THE CONGO.

AT THAT FIRST MEETING, JAGAN IS A YOUNG AND PRESTIGIOUS SOCIALIST LEADER.
AT CHE'S REQUEST JAGAN PROVIDES HIM WITH SOME FUNDAMENTAL DATA
ABOUT HIS LIFE: BORN ON MARCH 22, 1918 AT PORT MOURANT, BRITISH
GUIANA, HE WAS SON OF INDIAN IMMIGRANTS WHO CAME TO WORK IN THE
SUGAR PLANTATIONS AS INDENTURED LABOURERS.

DESPITE CHEDDI'S FAMILY POVERTY, THEY MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR HIM
TO ATTEND QUEEN'S COLLEGE IN GEORGETOWN, CAPITAL OF GUYANA AND
YEARS LATER HE GRADUATED AS A DENTIST FROM NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY IN CHICAGO.

IN OCTOBER 1943 HE RETURNED TO HIS HOMELAND AFTER YEARS OF
ABSENCE, WHERE THERE WERE NO POLITICAL PARTIES IN EXISTENCE AS
YET.

IN 1947 HE WAS ELECTED TO THE LEGISLATURE AS AN 'INDEPENDENT
LABOUR' CANDIDATE. IN THAT SAME YEAR A SHORT-LIVED LABOR PARTY
WAS ESTABLISHED, BUT HIS ADMISSION TO THAT PARTY WAS UNWANTED.
IN 1946, ALONG WITH HIS WIFE JANET AND TWO TRADE UNIONISTS, HE
FOUNDED THE POLITICAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. THIS GROUP OF MARXIST
SCHOLARS WAS INFLUENCED TO THE SOCIALIST CAUSE BY THE IMPACT OF
THE SOVIET VICTORY AGAINST FASCISM, AND THE ANTI-COLONIAL IMPACT
BY SOCIALIST-ORIENTED FORCES WORLDWIDE. THE POLITICAL AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE, WHICH HAD THE GOAL OF FORMING A POLITICAL PARTY,
FULFILLED ITSAIMSAND IN 1950 THE PEOPLE'S PROGRESSIVE PARTY
WAS BORN. THIS PARTY SET OUT IN ITS FIRST MAINFESTO THAT IT
WOULD LEAD THE STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE FROM GREAT BRITAIN.

IN APRIL 1953, THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT ALLOWED THE FIRST REAL
GENERAL ELECTION IN BRITISH GUIANA UNDER ADULT (UNIVERSAL)
SUFFRAGE. AFTER HIS PARTY WON AN OVERWHELMING VICTORY IN THE
ELECTION, JAGAN DECLARED THAT HE STOOD FOR INDEPENDENCE WITH
ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATIONS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE. HIS SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN ULTIMately BROUGHT THE MILITARY OCCUPATION AND THE SUSPENSION OF THE CONSTITUTION BY THE BRITISH AUTHORITIES, ON OCTOBER 9, 1953. JAGAN WAS THE FIRST HEAD OF A GUYANESE GOVERNMENT UNDER A BRITISH CROWN COLONY BUT AFTER 133 DAYS HIS GOVERNMENT WAS DEPOSED.

IN 1954 JAGAN AND HIS WIFE JANET, BOTH ELECTED MEMBERS FOR THE 1953 GOVERNMENT, WERE IN PRISON DUE TO THEIR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES AGAINST BRITISH DOMINATION. ELECTIONS WERE AGAIN HELD IN 1957 AND THE PPP AGAIN WON AT THE POLLS.


IN AN EFFORT TO REVIEW RELATIONS BETWEEN JAGAN AND CHE I MADE A TRIP TO SOME OF THE CARIBBEAN ISLANDS INTERVIEWING SOME WITNESSES OF THAT FRIENDSHIP AND, ABOVE ALL, I PAID A VISIT TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF GUYANA, CHEDDI JAGAN ON JANUARY 22, 1997 AT STATE HOUSE IN GEORGETOWN.

TOGETHER WITH ME WERE RICARDO GARCIA, AMBASSADOR OF CUBA TO GUYANA AND ULISES BARQUIN, SECRETARY OF THE EMBASSY, WHO HELPED US IN THE TRANSLATION. JAGAN RECEIVED US IN A VERY FRATERNAL MANNER AND HE RECALLED OUR MEETINGS IN HAVANA IN THE 60s. HE WAS
WEARING A SIMPLE SHORT SLEEVE GUAYABERA, VERY SUITABLE FOR THE WARM AND HUMID WEATHER OF GUYANA’S CAPITAL. SITTING IN THE WIDE CORRIDOR OF HIS OFFICIAL RESIDENCE, AND LOOKING AT THE BEAUTIFUL GARDENS OF EXUBERANT TROPICAL VEGETATION OF GUYANESE ORIGIN, HE BEGAN TO TALK TO US ABOUT SOME HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.

RECENTLY, A SERIES OF DECLASSIFIED SECRET DOCUMENTS WERE MADE PUBLIC IN THE UNITED STATES. IN THAT RESPECT, PROFESSOR KINDOM WHO IS STUDying THE CONGRESS HISTORY OF THAT COUNTRY SAID THAT HE WOULDN’T WRITE IT IF THERE WERE STILL HIDDEN DOCUMENTS.

IN THE FACE OF SUCH STATEMENTS, PRESIDENT CLINTON AUTHORIZED THE PUBLICATION OF SAID DOCUMENTS, EVEN THOUGH SOME ARE YET HIDDEN. THOSE DOCUMENTS HAVE TO DO WITH CUBA AND THE WAY IN WHICH KENNEDY WAS UNABLE TO BLOCKADE CUBA TOTALLY, AND FROM THERE ON HOW THEY BEGAN TO ATTACK GUYANA.

JAGAN SAID THAT THOSE AGGRESSIONS AGAINST CUBA LASTED A LONG TIME.

JAGAN: I REMEMBER MAKING A STATEMENT ABOUT A MEETING I ATTENDED WHEN I VISITED HAVANA IN 1960, AT A TIME WHEN CUBAN WOMEN DECIDE TO UNITE IN A SINGLE ORGANIZATION. FIDEL SPOKE AT THAT MEETING AND THE WOMEN THERE STOOD UP, AND BEGAN TO WAVE THE SMALL FLAGS THEY HAD IN THEIR HANDS. FIDEL WAS BACKED BY ALL THIS PEOPLE.

JAGAN: THAT IS WHY I SAY, BASED ON THAT EXPERIENCE OF POPULAR SUPPORT, THAT ALTHOUGH THESE WOMEN WERE NOT ONLY WORKERS, PEASANTS, BUT ALSO FROM MIDDLE CLASS, THEY SHOWED GREAT UNITY. IF AMERICANS HAD CONSULTED ME, I WOULD HAVE TOLD THEM THAT THEY WERE GOING TO FAIL AT THE TIME OF PLAYA
GIRON (BAY OF PIGS) CONSIDERING WHAT I HAD WITNESSED IN CUBA.

JAGAN: AMERICANS FAILED BECAUSE OF THEIR OWN PROPAGANDA. THEY ALWAYS SAID THAT IN CUBA THERE WAS A DICTATORSHIP SEPARATED FROM THE MASSES, FROM THE PEOPLE WHO WERE SUBMITTED TO ITS OPPRESSION, AND THAT EVERYBODY WAS GOING TO JOIN ANY MILITARY TROOPS THAT MIGHT LAND IN CUBA.

MR. RICARDO GARCIA, CUBA'S AMBASSADOR TO GUYANA TELLS JAGAN:

GARCIA: PERHAPS THEY WOULD HAVE SAID THAT YOU WERE A CUBAN AGENT.

JAGAN: YES, OF COURSE.

GARCIA: I ASKED JAGAN TO RECALL A BIT OF HOW HE MET CHE GUEVARA.

JAGAN: OF COURSE I HAD READ A LOT ABOUT GUEVARA PRIOR TO MY FIRST INTERVIEW WITH HIM AND KNEW ABOUT HIS REVOLUTIONARY RECORD IN GUATEMALA AND OTHER COUNTRIES. OUR GOVERNMENT HAD BEEN OVERTHROWN BY FORCE IN 1953 AND THE YEAR AFTER, THE JACOBO ARBENZ REGIME WAS DEFEATED IN GUATEMALA AND CHE WAS THERE AT THAT TIME. IT WAS AFTER THAT WHEN HE TRAVELLED TO MEXICO AND JOINED FIDEL IN THE GUERRILLA STRUGGLE IN THE SIERRA MAESTRA MOUNTAINS. WE KNEW ALL ABOUT CHE'S BACKGROUND.

BUT THERE ARE MANY PEOPLE WHO STRUGGLE FOR THE LIBERATION OF A COUNTRY AND WHEN THEY REACH THAT OBJECTIVE THEY STAY THERE; VERY FEW OF THEM LEAVE BEHIND ALL THEY HAVE ACCOMPLISHED AND GO BACK TO RESTART THE STRUGGLE FROM
SCRATCH. THAT IS CHE'S GREATNESS, WHERE HIS INTERNATIONALIST POSITION STANDS OUT. HE RESUMED THE STRUGGLE FOR THE PEOPLE IN OTHER COUNTRIES.

GARCIA: AND WHAT CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT THE COLLABORATION BETWEEN CUBA AND GUYANA CHANNELED THROUGH CONTACTS WITH CHE?

WE HAD PROBLEMS WITH THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT BECAUSE THE LEFT US WITH A SMALL 4 YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (110 MILLION) AND THIS WAS NOT ENOUGH FOR ALL WE WANTED TO DO. AT THE END OF 1960 AFTER A CONFERENCE HELD IN LONDON I VISITED THE WORLD BANK AND I WAS NOT VERY WELL RECEIVED. SIMILARLY, I MET PRESIDENT KENNEDY WHEN HE WON THE 1961 ELECTIONS, BUT WHAT HE PROMISED TO ME NEVER MATERIALIZED AND THAT WAS ALSO MENTIONED IN THE US DOCUMENTS I SPOKE ABOUT, THAT IS THOSE RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

IN GUYANA WE HAD A SUBSIDIARY IN THE ELECTRIC SECTOR, A COMPANY, AND IT WAS A TOTAL FAILURE. THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT EVEN AGREED WITH NATIONALIZATION AND ITS ADVISORS RECOMMENDED THAT WE SHOULD BUY THREE PLANTS, WHICH ARE THOSE THAT OPERATE HERE WITH 10 MEGAWATTS EACH, THAT IS, A TOTAL OF 30 MEGAWATTS.

AFTERWARDS, IN 1965 WE PLANNED TO BUILD A HYDROPOWER STATION AT 'TIGER HILL', IN THE DEMERARA RIVER. THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT, THE CONSORTIA AND THE BANK THAT DID BUSINESS WITH THEM, GAVE MONEY ONLY TO BUY 3 POWER SUBSTATIONS BUT NEVER FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HYDROPOWER PLANT. THEY GAVE THEIR APPROVAL BUT NEVER THE MONEY, ALTHOUGH THE ADVISORS ACCEPTED THAT IN THE NEW PLAN THE HYDROPOWER PLANT WAS INCLUDED, AND THAT THERE WOULD BE
A net profit of 20 million dollars in the first 10 years and 40 million dollars in the next 10 years. Altogether 60 million dollars in 20 years and we were authorized to carry out electrification plans. They finally did not give the money required to develop these plans. It was then when I approached Che and told him that the construction of the hydropower was the fundamental thing, that it would cost $32 million and he agreed. There was to be a three-way agreement: we were to sell lumber and rice to Cuba, Cuba would sell their sugar to the Soviet Union, then the USSR would send us the generators and accessories we required for the hydropower station.

This was very similar to the way in which the British advisors proposed, but they did not accept it because the Americans got hysterical. They said: 'We will not give them the money nor will we permit them to build it'. We were then faced with the dilemma of world politics of the time. I am explaining everything for one to see clearly the situation of a small country like ours with very few options available to act against colonialism and Che understood all this drama. As I was saying, our conception was generally a correct one, the British were even in favour of accepting it, but the Americans opposed it, particularly after the Playa Giron fiasco. They said that an independent Guyana, with my government in power was more dangerous than Cuba, because Cuba is an island that could be surrounded, but Guyana is part of a continent with neighboring countries and off the Atlantic. They then said that Guyana would become a military base for the Soviet Union and a springboard for the penetration of other countries in the region.
GARCIA: I BRIEFED PRESIDENT JAGAN THAT IN PREVIOUS DAYS I HAD INTERVIEWED OSVALDO CARDENAS IN KINGSTON, JAMAICA, ON JANUARY 16, 1997, A CUBAN LIVING THERE WHO GAVE ME THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONY ABOUT CHEDDI'S RELATIONS WITH CUBA: 'IN 1963, THERE WAS IN GUYANA A BIG STRIKE, SUPPORTED BY THE CIA THROUGH THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND BY RIGHT-WING SECTIONS, TO TRY TO OVERTHROW JAGAN'S GOVERNMENT WHICH STOOD FOR INDEPENDENCE, OF A SOCIALIST CHARACTER, AND WHICH EXPRESSED SOLIDARIETY WITH THE CUBAN REVOLUTION AT THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. I WAS ONE OF THOSE SELECTED BY COMANDANTE ERNESTO GUEVARA TO BRING THE ASSISTANCE OF CUBA TO THE GOVERNMENT OF GUYANA. CHE UNDERLINED TO US THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS COOPERATION AND TOLD US THAT THE CUBAN REVOLUTIONARIES WOULD NEVER FORGET THAT JAGAN WAS THE ONLY LEADER IN AMERICA THAT SUPPORTED CUBA DURING THE PLAYA GIRON INVASION AND THE OCTOBER CRISIS. THE GUYANESE LEADER HAD EVEN OFFERED VOLUNTEERS TO FIGHT BESIDE THE CUBANS AND THIS WAS ONE OF THE REASONS WHY AMERICAN IMPERIALISM CARRIED OUT SUCH AN AGGRESSIVE AND DESTABILIZING ACTION AGAINST THEIR GOVERNMENT AND THAT CUBANS COULD NEVER FORGET THAT.

THE ASSISTANCE WAS TAKEN TO GUYANA BY BOAT: FUEL, FOOD, AND FLOUR. FROM THAT MOMENT ON, THE RIGHT-WING SECTIONS HAD TO CHANGE THEIR POSITION AND THE GUYANESE GOVERNMENT COULD NO LONGER SURVIVE AT LEAST DURING THAT PERIOD. I MET JAGAN AND CONVEYED CHE'S MESSAGE ABOUT HOW WE COULD CONTINUE TO HELP HIM.''

WHEN I FINISHED REVEALING OSVALDO CARDENAS TESTIMONY TO JAGAN I ALSO TOLD HIM THAT IN MY INQUIRIES ABOUT HIS RELATIONS WITH CHE
I also interviewed Guillermo Batista, present ambassador of Cuba to Trinidad and Tobago who said:

Batista: 'Because of my work in Guyana in the 80's I remember that in different conversations I held with Cheddi Jagan, who was then the opposition leader in Guyana, Jagan always treated Che with considerable deference, in keeping with his traditional position of friendship and admiration towards the Cuban Revolution and its commander in chief. For Jagan and for the Guyanese in the People's Progressive Party, Che had a very special meaning. In 1961 while in power, and at a time of severe confrontation with imperialism, the Guyanese knew how to express their solidarity with Cuba, even much before, when the British invaded Guyana and sent there additional troops and Jagan was overthrown, despite the fact that he was a prime minister elected through the popular vote. But the British controlled defense and foreign policy. From the very beginning of the revolution victory and Jagan's coming into office, the bonds established with Cuba were articulated through Che. Who was the interlocutor with our government. There was a time when 'The Mirror', PPP newspaper, required some machinery to do its work. These came from Cuba. Che contributed to bring this about. According to what Che himself told me, those machineries had been previously used by 'El Diario de la Marina', the most reactionary newspaper in Cuba. With that equipment the Mirror was published as an example of Cuba-Guyana solidarity.

Chedi Jagan spoke again and said:
JAGAN: WHEN I ADDRESSED TO THE UNITED NATIONS DECOLONIZATION COMMISSION THE BRITISH AGREED THAT WHOEVER TRIUMPHED IN THE 1961 ELECTIONS, HE WOULD WIN THE INDEPENDENCE. BUT THE AMERICAN SAID: 'NO, WE DON'T WANT GUYANA TO BECOME A SECOND CUBA BECAUSE IT WOULD BE EVEN MORE DANGEROUS.' AT THE DECOLONIZATION COMMISSION I DECLARED THAT THE US WAS AGAINST THIS AGREEMENT FOR OUR COUNTRY TO BECOME INDEPENDENT. I ALSO APPROACHED THE LATIN GROUP AND I SAID IT WAS FEARED THAT GUYANA WOULD WIN HER INDEPENDENCE WHILE THE YANKEES WERE SAYING THAT THE COUNTRY WAS TO BECOME A MILITARY BASE AND A SPRING BOARD FOR COMMUNISM IN THE REGION. WE HAD EVEN SAID THAT WE WERE WILLING TO SIGN AN AGREEMENT THAT WOULD RESTRAIN OUR SOVEREIGNTY, ANOTHER TREATY SIMILAR TO THAT OF AUSTRIA, AND THAT WE WOULDN'T JOIN NATO OR THE WARSAW PACT.

THE LATIN AMERICAN GROUP DID NOT SAY A WORD IN THE MEETING, AND LATER THE ARGENTINEAN AMBASSADOR IN PRIVATE TOLD ME: 'WHAT YOU SAID IS QUITE LOGICAL AND RATIONAL, BUT YOU ARE INTRODUCING A NEW CONCEPT OF NEUTRALITY IN LATIN AMERICAN. WE HAVE THE RIO PACT AND THE PACT OF MUTUAL SECURITY AND YOU ARE INTRODUCING A NEW CONCEPT'. AFTERWARDS THE ATTACK WAS LAUNCHED AGAINST US.

AFTER ALL THAT I WENT TO SEE CHE AGAIN TO TELL HIM THAT WE NEEDED CUBA TO GIVE US MONEY FOR THE HYDROPOWER PLANT AND CUBA AGREED TO GIVE US APPROXIMATELY 10 MILLION DOLLARS TO BUILD A WOOD PULP FACTORY HERE, AT 2% INTEREST RATE THAT SHOULD BE PAID IN 10 YEARS WITH PULP NOT WITH MONEY. THE PROBLEM WAS THAT CUBA WAS MAKING PAPER AND THERE WAS AN ENGLISH FACTORY THAT MADE BAGASSE PAPER BUT IT WAS TOO THICK AND CUBANS NEEDED A MORE FINE PAPER. THEREFORE, THEY
I wanted to mix wood pulp with bagasse pulp to make a finer paper.

I made this proposal to the governor of Guyana who was Queen Elizabeth's representative. The governor was in Guyana heading the government at that time, but we had problems when actually signing the agreement with Cuba because most of the lands in the so-called 'Bartica Triangle' were already in the hands of the local private sector. When I called on the commission of forest resources to look at the land where the Cuban-Guyanese project was to be developed, most of the land was already in the hands of local landowners. I was told that I should approach a British company with large properties that had abandoned some areas where there were large varieties of wood. They grew only a few species of trees for cutting and they left there very good wood for paper production. But the British company did not accept it. The problem was that they had to consult the governor who in return had to request permission from the colonial office of the British government and from the ministry of foreign affairs and the latter really received orders from the United States. They didn't want the Cubans coming into Guyana. They then told me that if I wanted to carry on this project I had to build a long road around all those private lands, but that road would cost us 10 million dollars, the money offered by Cubans. The two projects failed. I was overthrown from government in 1964 and the project was to begin in 1965, but the new government of Guyana broke its relations with Cuba; namely, the rice, wood and cement agreements, that is, all we had agreed with Che. Cuba had a trade office headed by Ricardo Cabreras; it had to be closed and its
REPRESENTATIVE LEFT. THIS IS THE HISTORY OF HOW A THIRD WORLD GOVERNMENT HAD NO POWER VIS-À-VIS THE IMPERIALISTS.

GARCIA: I TOLD JAGAN THAT GUEVARA ALWAYS TOLD US THAT HE FELT A GREAT ESTEEM AND ADMIRATION FOR HIS WORK IN GUYANA AND IN THE WORLD. WE HEARD THAT FROM CHE SEVERAL TIMES.

JAGAN: IN 1961 WHEN CHE VISITED THE UNITED NATIONS HE MADE A GREAT STATEMENT. HE SPOKE ABOUT GUYANA. ALLOW ME TO REITERATE WHAT I PREVIOUSLY SAID: VERY FEW LEADERS IN THE WORLD HAVE DONE WHAT CHE DID, THAT IS, HIS FULL COMMITMENT TO OFFER HIS LIFE FOR THE PEOPLE. I THINK THAT CUBA’S SUCCESS IN BUILDING SOCIALISM, AMONG OTHER THINGS, IS DUE TO THE FACT THAT IMPERIALISTS DID NOT EXPECT YOUR VICTORY, AND FROM THE CUBAN EXPERIENCE ON, THEY WERE PREPARED TO ALLOW NO REPETITION. THEREFORE, IT WILL NOT HAPPEN AGAIN.

AS YOU KNOW, IN BOLIVIA THERE WERE DIFFERENCES IN THE COMMUNIST PARTY WHICH DID NOT HAVE A VERY CLEAR VIEW. THERE WAS A TIME WHEN CHE AND HIS GUERILLA GROUP WERE ISOLATED AND ALSO THE BOLIVIAN GOVERNMENT INFILTRATED AND BRIBED THE FARMERS OF THE AREA. BESIDES THERE WAS AMERICAN AID. A GUERILLA MILITARY STRUGGLE HAS TO BE LINKED TO THE WHOLE POLITICAL STRUGGLE. FROM OUR FIRST MEETINGS, CHE HAD SAID THAT WHEREVER THERE WAS ANY POSSIBILITY FOR A CERTAIN DEMOCRACY, WE SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THAT SITUATION. HERE WE WERE WORKING UNDER A DICTATORSHIP, BUT IT WAS NOT AS BRUTAL AS IN BRAZIL AND THE REST OF THE LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES.

I REMEMBER WHEN THE GUYANESE GOVERNMENT NATIONALIZED THE SUGAR INDUSTRY AND IT DID NOT WANT TO PAY A SINGLE DOLLAR
FOR COMPENSATION, THE UNITED STATES AND OTHER IMPERIALISTS WERE VERY UPSET BECAUSE THE BAUXITE INDUSTRY HAD EARLIER BEEN NATIONALIZED AND THESE WERE TWO FUNDAMENTAL INDUSTRIES HERE. THEN, IT WAS RUMOURED, THEY WERE GOING TO RESORT TO HAVING THE BRAZILIAN DICTATORSHIP PUT PRESSURE ON THE GOVERNMENT HERE.

JAGAN: IN 1975 WE PROPOSED WHAT WE CALLED 'CRITICAL SUPPORT', BUT BEFORE ANALYZING WHAT WE WERE GOING TO DO, MR. CHANDISINGH, WHO WAS THEN THE MAIN LEADER OF OUR IDEOLOGICAL SCHOOL, A VERY GOOD COMRADE FROM THE THEORETICAL VIEWPOINT, HAD SAID THAT THE ROAD TO SOCIALISM IN GUYANA WOULD END UP LIKE IN CHILE WITH A PINOCHET COUP-DE-ETAT. IN GUYANA THE END WAS TO BE WITH THE BRAZILIAN MILITARY COMING INTO THE COUNTRY. BUT THAT WAS NOT NECESSARILY SO. FINALLY, HE RENOUNCED OUR PARTY AND JOINED THE PNC TO GIVE IT DECISIVE SUPPORT. WE WERE THEN ATTACKED BY SEVERAL LEADERS, BECAUSE WE PROMOTED CRITICAL SUPPORT FOR THAT GOVERNMENT.

WE CRITICIZED THE PNC FOR ALL THE BAD THINGS THEY DID, AND THE MISTAKES THEY MADE. WE WERE ATTACKED BY SOME LEFT SECTORS WHO DID NOT MAKE A CORRECT ANALYSIS. THEN WE ADOPTED ONE OF CHE'S THESIS: ANYWHERE THERE WERE OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEMOCRATIZATION, WE SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT, THAT NOT NECESSARILY DID NOT HAVE TO GO INTO ARMED STRUGGLE. WE WERE CRITICIZED IN THIS RESPECT. I WAS CALLED GHANDI BECAUSE AT THAT TIME I DIDN'T ENGAGE IN ARMED STRUGGLE. MARTIN LUTHER KING WAS ALSO CALLED THAT BY THE BLACK PANTHERS.
WE DECIDED TO CONTINUE OUR STRUGGLE WITH THE MASSES, AT THE POLITICAL LEVEL OF WORKERS, FARMERS, TRADE UNION, WOMEN AND YOUTH. WE LAUNCHED A NEW CAMPAIGN IN ALL FRONTS. IN MY BOOK 'THE WEST ON TRIAL', WHICH I WROTE IN 1966, I SAID THAT THE STRUGGLE WAS GOING TO BE LONG AND HARD, CALLING FOR MANY SACRIFICES, BUT TIME AND HISTORY WOULD BE ON OUR SIDE AND THAT WE SHALL WIN. AND IT DID HAPPEN IN THE 1992 ELECTIONS. IT WAS A STRUGGLE THAT WE WAGED BOTH AT INTERNAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEVELS. WE WON 54% OF THE VOTES. GUYANA, THEREFORE, HAS A LOT OF EXPERIENCE BOTH LOCALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY. SO, NOW WE ARE PLAYING A ROLE IN THE NEW INTERNATIONAL HUMAN ORDER.

CAPITALISM TODAY HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS 'ETHICAL CAPITALISM', BUT AT THE SAME TIME THE RICH BECOME RICHER AND THE POOR, POORER. RECENTLY I WAS TALKING TO AN EDITORIAL WRITER OF A VERY INFLUENTIAL COMMERCIAL MAGAZINE AND I WAS SAYING THAT THE AVERAGE SALARIES OF 300 CORPORATE HEADS WAS 197 TIMES ABOVE THE WAGE OF ORDINARY WORKERS. IN OUR REPORT TO OUR CONGRESS TWO YEARS AGO, GALBRAITH, A WELL KNOWN US PROFESSOR, SAID THAT IN 1982 IT WAS ALREADY 29 TIMES. IN 1990 IT WAS 91 TIMES AND NOW 197 TIMES. PEOPLE IN THE NORTH BEFORE SAID THAT THEY ARE ENEMIES OF SOCIALISM OR COMMUNISM. NOW THEY SAY THAT THEY RECOGNIZE THAT THE POOR ARE POORER AND THE RICH ARE RICHER.

IN A QUITE POPULAR CBS TV PROGRAM CALLED '60 MINUTES', A LADY WHO IS THE ATT GENERAL DIRECTOR WAS INTERVIEWED. SHE WAS ASKED: DON'T YOU THINK IT IS IMMORAL, AREN'T YOU WORRIED BECAUSE YOUR WAGES AND YOUR PROFITS ARE ABOVE ONE MILLION DOLLARS A YEAR, YET YOUR COMPANY IS GOING TO LAY
OFF 40,000 WORKERS NEXT YEAR? SHE ANSWERED: 'NO, I DON'T SEE ANYTHING WRONG WITH THAT. MY COMPANY HIRED ME BECAUSE THEY THOUGHT I WAS GOING TO DO A GOOD JOB AND I MUST SEE TO IT THAT THE COMPANY MAKES PROFIT, IF NOT I WOULD BE FIRED'. THESE ARE THE ETHICS OF CAPITALISM.

LOOKING BACK I COULD SAY WE MADE MISTAKES WHEN WE WON THE 1953 ELECTIONS. QUEEN ELIZABETH WAS GOING TO VISIT JAMAICA AND I WAS INVITED ON THAT OCCASION, BUT I DID NOT GO. WE WERE YOUNG MILITANTS, BUT NOW I THINK BACK I PROBABLY SHOULD HAVE GONE TO JAMAICA.

AT THE END OF THE INTERVIEW JAGAN WAS KIND ENOUGH TO ESCORT US TO THE DOOR OF THE STATE HOUSE, WHERE WITH A FRATERNAL EMBRACE WE SEALED OUR MEETING.

FOURTY-THREE DAYS AFTER, ON MARCH 6, 1997, THE FOUNDER OF THE STATE OF GUYANA PASSED AWAY. SINCE THEN I KEEP HIS PRONOUNCEMENTS MADE IN THIS INTERVIEW AS A RECOGNITION OF COMMANDER ERNESTO CHE QUEVARA'S DIMENSION AND AS PART OF CHEDDIE JAGAN'S POLITICAL WILL.